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This book is dedicated to
a team
Howard and Ruth Dunlap
Both have pastor's callings
—
Ruth in the home ^
(when the five were small),
Howard in the church,
And wherever they are.




Both have served our beloved College
in the Alumni/Church Relations office
—
Howard as developer and director
since 1978,
and Ruth as secretary
since 1979.
We will miss your joyous Christ consciousness
and spiritual vitality.






















































Praise God in his sanctuary,
praise him in his mighty heavens.
Praise him for his acts of power;
praise him for his surpassing
greatness.
Praise him with the sounding of the
trumpet,
praise him with the harp and lyre.
Praise him with tambourine and dancing,
praise him with the strings and flute.
Praise him with the clash of cymbals,
praise him with resounding cymbals.








/ 904- 1 905
Can you imagine having to ask the
Dean if you can go out on a date or
even speak to a member of the oppo-
site sex? Well, that's the way it was in
the early years here at FWBI/FWBC.
Eighty Years
tswxaa^DssxBsamxBusis^a^
TOP LEFT: As we were before, the Institute
(FV^BI) graduated to a College (FWBC).
MIDDLE LEFT: The chapel as it stood in
Schultz Hall. TOP RIGHT: Shhh, no talking;
this is a library! MIDDLE RIGHT: This was the
whole school (Bethany and Schultz). Consider
it now! BOTTOM RIGHT: Brass performing
group (1932) included Burt Johnson,
Lawrence Schoenhals, CYRIL EICHER, Eugene
Gerber.
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/ 984- 1 985
of Praise
This year, the 80th Anniversary came
in with a celebration of God's bless-
ings. Over the years, FWBC has ex-
panded to become what it is today.
Praise the Lord for His faithfulness.
TOP LEFT: LOOK! There's more than one
table in this library! MIDDLE LEFT: Jay Platte
leading the congregation during the chapel
service commemorating 80 years of service.
BOTTOM LEFT: 1985 Performing group,
Common Bond; Ted Wilson, John McMindes,
Russ lida, Dann Zehr. TOP RIGHT: The FWBC
sign as it stands today. MIDDLE RIGHT: See
how our chapel has grown!
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Good News Is Hard To Keep.




ABOVE: The secretaries whipped together
a party to celebrate the favorable evalua-
tion. TOP RIGHT: Dr. Bostrom verifies the
message on the screen during the special
afternoon praise session. BOTTOM LEFT:
An enthusiastic volunteer cheering section
expresses the mood of celebration. BOT-
TOM RIGHT: Dr. Jay Platte, Chairman of
the Professional Division says thanks to
Doug Barcalow, a member of his Division,
for work well done.
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ABOVE: Dr. Dugan, Vice President for Aca-
demic Affairs, rejoices that a goal the College
has long been working toward has now been
reached. LEFT: Gayle Weber enters into the
celebrative mood as she waits in the cafeteria
line for cake. RIGHT: Dick Baxter, coordinator
of the Self-Study document, is visibly pleased.
His years of careful work resulted in a 200
page document which received high commen-
dation.
February 27 was an unusual day.
Not often is a special all-school
meeting called at 3 o'clock In the
afternoon with a party following.
The afternoon marked the favor-
able recommendation of the eval-
uation team regarding the Col-
lege's receiving accreditation from
North Central Association when
their committee meets in June.
The College has had candidate
status since January 1 983. No one
knows exactly how many hours
appointed committees have
worked on policies, documents,
curriculum, finances, and other
concerns. But the pain of the labor
of the past two years has been for-
gotten in the pleasure of the com-










All God's world was interesting to him,
the revealed Word and the created world.
He loved to study everything.
Arndiie^ used well God's gifts
^ of brilliance
and almost total recall.
Forever a teacher
Clear presentations and a holy patience
characterized his classroom work.
He delighted in teaching the intricacies
of Biblical backgrounds, archeology,
mathematics, and many other subjects,
and all with a bit of sly wit
and gentle humor.
Forever a part of Fort Wayne Bible College
—
Hundreds of alumni remember the impact
of his simple yet deep and reverent
explanations of the Scriptures.
His fair mindedness, good judgment,
and genuine concern for the College
have helped to shape it.
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This Is More Than Just A
UPPER LEFT: Egg-xactly what she wanted!
Missi Huber proudly shows off her eggchild.
UPPER MIDDLE: Is anybody in there?
Eric Hancock decides to take part in a psy-
chology class egg-periment. UPPER RIGHT:
Sharon Mejeur communicates important
business perspectives. BOTTOM: Do, Re,
Mi . . . Shirley Platte, Ruth Ferrier, and Carol





Students may forget some of the text-
book facts, but most of the practical
learning experiences will remain for a
long time to come. Classrooms offered
guest speakers ranging from an Israeli
journalist to a missionary on furlough
sharing his joy of the mission field.
Some students learned about respon-
sibility and commitment through car-
ing for an egg. Other students learned
while observing a five-year old's reac-
tion to various toys and books. Every
pastoral ministry major will remember
the challenge and the benefit of a role-
playing situation. Each student leaves
with a new awareness of the world
around him.
/^
TOP: "Are you with me?" Professor Roger Ringen-
berg takes his class on Paul's first missionary journey.
MIDDLE: Professor Biberstein seems amused (or em-
barrassed?) by the pastoral counsel given by student
Gregory Peck in a role playing session in Pastoral The-
ology class. BOTTOM: Guest speaker Zionist Gavriel
Strasman and student Donovan Coley stay awhile
after history class to discuss the apartheid situation in
South Africa.
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TOP LEFT: Tony Miller discusses job
opportunities with Gary Burdick.
TOP RIGHT: Counseling doss. MID-
DLE LEFT: Business & Education ma-
jors give Super Merv a birthday par-
ty. MIDDLE: Pastoral theology class.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Kevin Abbott re-
views for a "quiz." ABOVE: Rich An-
drews computes a music assign-
ment. BOTTOM LEFT: Carole
Demond gives instruction with video
equipment. BOTTOM RIGHT: Stan





Katie Schlorke— Freshman (13 points)
Terry Michael—Sophomore (18.5 points)
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TOP LEFT: Secretaries Lorraine Meek and Bev Free. TOP
RIGHT: Director Joy Gerig counsels Mark Pyles on career
choices. BOTTOM LEFT: Rose Ann Nickel, IMC Director,
reviews Dan Larson's CS project with him. BOTTOM RIGHT:
Assistant Director, Dick Baxter shows Ted Wilson the Helps
File.
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Not only does the Christian Service Department provide FWBC
students with opportunities for participation in local ministries,
but they also offer other valuable services: guidance in summer
internship programs, career choices, resume writing, tips for suc-
cessful interviews, and numerous other services. The CS Depart-
ment is directed by Joy Gerig, with Assistant Director, Dick Bax-
ter and secretaries Lorraine Meek and Bev Free.
TOP: Sharing a parable with Chil-
dren's Church was a part of Lyn-
ette Kittle's CS project. MIDDLE
LEFT: Cathy Price and "Froggie"
in her puppet and costume clos-
et. MIDDLE RIGHT: Phil Kittle
leads his group of children in a
time of music. BOTTOM: Cosby
Poindexter and Janice Miller ob-






HIS COMPANY SUMMER '84
"The 1984 summer HIS Company
drama and music troupe traveled
through a total of 1 states, ranging
from Nebraska to Pennsylvania. The
location of performances ranged
anywhere from churches to prisons.
The prisons were my favorite, al-
though they were a challenge. The
troupe had a two week concentrated
practice, rehearsing for eight hours a
day, six days a week. The tour itself
was ten weeks long, including a one
week vacation. It was a valuable
learning experience." Joyce Klay
TOP: Kevin March, Sonja Strahm, direc-
tor, Randy Bishop, Ted Wilson, Joyce
Klay, Ann Harris, Jennie Boehm. MID-
DLE LEFT TO RIGHT: Ted Wilson, Kevin
March, Jennie Boehm, and Joyce Klay
perform their dramalogues in chapel.
BOTTOM: The group singing their final
performance.
DISCOVERY
Discovery, a six member mixed ensemble, traveled 3
out of 4 weekends to churches in Michigan, Indiana
and Ohio, singing about the love of Jesus and what
He means to them. Through the opportunities of wor-
ship services, youth meetings, chapel and Youth Con-
ference, the group was able to share their discovery
of who Jesus Christ is. The members of Discovery also
had many opportunities to grow both together and
personally in the Lord as they shared the mutual goal






TOP: Jennifer Lane, Beth Cotter, Dottie Greenley,
Mike Schoffstall (sound technician,) Don Hart ( 1 st
semester,) Kevin March. MIDDLE: Jennifer Stuart,
and Beth sing praises. BOTTOM: Jennifer Lane,
Stuart Zurcher (2nd semester), Beth Cotter, Kevin
March, and Dottie Greenley perform in chapel.
ABOVE LEFT: Kevin March (student director)
shares about God's mighty power. ABOVE RIGHT:
Jennifer Lane gives her testimony.
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COhAhAON BOND
Common Bond, a five member CS group,
which toured several states and performed
in churches and at retreats, gave part of
their program in chapel. They began with a
short skit and then proceeded to share in
song and testimony.
TOP LEFT: Russ lida, John McMindes, Dann
Zehr, Steve Snyder (sound technician,) and
Ted Wilson. TOP RIGHT: Dann, John, Ted
and Russ learn a new song. MIDDLE LEFT:
Ted Wilson, student director, sings a solo.
MIDDLE: John, Russ, Ted and Dann, each in
their own world during chapel.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Dann Zehr shares his testi-
mony. BOTTOM LEFT: Russ lida and John
McMindes share in song. BOTTOM RIGHT:
Common Bond looks picture perfect.
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HIS COMPANY HIS Company, a six member
group, directed by Miss Sonja
Strahm, performed the play
"No More Precious Gift."
The drama begins with Da-
vid, the shepherd boy, being
sent to play his harp for King
Saul.
David becomes friends with
Saul's son, Jonathan, and
marries Saul's daughter, Mi-
chal. Saul is angered and
fears that he will lose his king-
dom. The story ends with
Saul's death and David king
of Israel.
TOP LEFT: Al Peck, Jim Gehman, Paul Wilkinson, Ann
Klunzinger, and Juli Larnard. TOP RIGHT: David, the
shepherd boy, praises the Lord with his harp (made by
Ted Wilson). CENTER LEFT: Jonathan and David dis-
cuss their relationship. CENTER RIGHT: King Soul
watches with great fear the growing relationship of
David and Jonathan. BOTTOM LEFT: Ann Klun-
zinger, Al Peck, Jim Gehman, Paul Wilkinson, and Juli




FRONT: Marrissa Barnes, Sharon Gerig, Eileen
Bays, David Williams, Kathy Kulp, Heather Leh-
man. SECOND: Angle Pridmore, Kim Davis, Don
Potter, Mark Brinkman, Gayle Weber, Laura Sto-
ver. THIRD: Trudy Holloway, Ruth Ferrier, Scott
Schindler, Terry Sordelet, John Hughes, Cindy
Yeagley, Lori Wilka, BACK: Rich Andrews, Ken
Binion, Mark Pyles, Tom Lichtenberger.
ABOVE: Not much homework was done on
tour in spite of the somewhat studious look
of this picture. FAR RIGHT: Jay Platte—he
makes people sing! RIGHT: Alex says good-
bye.
ON SPRING TOUR





Head and Ass't Librarian: R. Ferrier and G.
Weber
Public Information Officers: J. Hughes, S.
Gerig
Student Directors: T. Lichtenberger, T.
Sordelet
The unity of the group was special
—
lots of laughter. Partly because we felt
so outgoing, the churches opened up
their arms to us, and the receptions
were warm. The Holy Spirit gave us the
energy for a spirit of praise even when
we were tired. Several times we noticed
that our best concerts were given when
we were most tired. The spring tour
(March 8-17) took us to twelve
churches in four states (Indiana, Illinois,
Ohio, and Missouri.)
TOP: Sharon Gerig, Cindy Yeagley, Angie Prid-
more, Lori Wilka, and Dan Potter start the crazi-
ness before the vans pull out of the parking lot.
TOP RIGHT: The sign Scott holds does not refer to
his character: it was a communication to another
van saying that Heather Lehman had seen one (1
)
pig also. LEFT: A send-off song instigated by Dan
Potter and Angie Pridmore, "Joy is the flag flown
high from the castle of my heart."
RIGHT: David Williams lets off steam at the after-




TOP: Dana gives that classic touch to a great
performance. ABOVE: Harvey and Naomi on a
date.
MID TOP: Alert but tired servers look for the
more-pizza signal. MID BOTTOM: No wonder
those alert servers are tired. RIGHT: Mark Pyles





Band members have really enjoyed the
year. Public performances were fewer
and the pace was relaxed. The concerts
given were a Christmas Concert, Pops
'N Pizza, one band chapel, and the
Spring Concert, plus participation in the
All-City Band Festival at the Performing
Arts Center in January.
The "Entertainer" in PDQ Bach style,
done for Pops 'N Pizza was a favorite
selection. Others were "Patriots," a
march to pull out all the stops on, and of
course the perennial "Sleigh Ride" with
its happy sound effects.
FRONT ROW: Kim Gonzalez, Cyndi
Marks, Becky Rossi.
SECOND: Donna Rediger, Trudy
Holloway, Judy Cuckler.
THIRD: Dana Collins, Ted Wilson, Janice
Miller, Dr. Wes. FOURTH: Juli Larnard,
Terry Michael, Jay Heare, Mike Plasterer.
FIFTH: Ed Irmeger, Jeanine Klay, Kevin
March, Marlane Sturm, Joyce Klay, Merv
Nichols, Jim Gehman. BACK ROW: Eric
Vincent, Al Rossi, Lori Wilka, William Gon-
zalez.
LEFT: Lori concentrates on the director's signal.
MIDDLE: Jim Gehman on baritone.
BOTTOM: Janice Miller at ease.
Jim Gehman: President
Wm. Gonzalez: Vice Pres.
Trudy Holloway: Librarian




TOP LEFT: Pat Black on piano. TOP RIGHT: Scott
Schindler on piano. BOTTOM LEFT: Loretta Stroup on











SPECIAL CHAPELS SPECIAL CHAPELS SPECIAL CHAPELS SPECIAL CHAPELS SPECIAL CHAPELS SPECIAL CHAPELS SF
TONY CAMPOLO:
A Burr Under the Saddle
Tony Campolo spoke of himself as a
"burr under the saddle of comfortable
Christians." In the two days of Staley
Lectures he considered the Christian's
relation to culture, economics, the
state, the poor, etc. "The Church has
trained you to read the New Testament
with American values," he said.
Besides asking us to think in terms of the
world, he urged us "as a school to be
what no other school is: a place where
people take care of one another's
needs." One student during the ques-
tion session was given a directive to help
this happen in cases of financial need.
TOP: Tony Campolo held our attention. ABOVE:
Phil Reynolds, following Campolo's informative
message, asks how we can stay better informed.






IDEAS FROM CAMPOLO'S LEC-
TURES: "I know something about
you—down deep inside you want to
do something heroic for the King-
dom. Don't lose the vision."
"It is important that you stay in
school and serve at the same time.
Tension is a good state to be in.
There is a chance for balance then."
"I want a youth group whose hearts
are broken by what Jesus' heart is
broken by."
"Subjectively never decide on your
own. The Church is full of lone rang-
ers. We need brothers and sisters in
Christ to keep us from rationalizing."
32
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ELISABETH ELLIOT/JONI
Life Stories of Courage
LEFT: Elliot whetted our appetites for several of her recent books. Tony Trejo
gets his book autographed. BELOW; Joni, miracle of God's grace.
Betty Elliot saved the great story of
the mission to the Aucas for the
evening session and instead talked to
jUS about our love life. "What do you
do if your passions aren't natural?"
ANSWER: "The same thing you do
when your passions are natural: you
turn them over to the Lord." "The
passions are a crucial battle ground,"
she said.
Joni Eareckson Tada gave us a model
of courage with her humorous but
poignant stories of her problems and
her relationship with the Lord in them
all. She caused us to consider the
quality of our own lives.
"God's word is sure," she said. "Jesus
Christ is enough." Joni made joy visi-
ble.
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SPIRITUAL EMPHASIS.
On 'Tinding the will of God"
DON HAMM—God never uses an idle person





The bottom line is "Get involved."
JOAN MAYERS—God wants us to know his will more than we
wish to know it. We have a terrible tendency to believe that the
big stuff is God's business and the little stuff is our business. In
reality the little decisions turn out in the end to be the big ones.
Life by the mile is a trial; life by the yard is hard; life by the inch is
a cinch.
KEITH VINCENT—How I am finding
God's will is my topic. It starts with Christ
as Lord. "You will seek me and find me
when you seek me with all your heart."
(Jer. 29:13) Approach in faith. Learn to
live with questions. Know your spiritual
gifts. Get the counsel of competent
people.
RUTH DUNLAP—By the cherry tree I heard
God's voice. "Ruth, I am calling you to preach
the gospel." Good counsel said, "If that's what
the Lord wants, you'd better do it." My con-
gregation became five little Dunlaps.
FRED VAN DYKE—Finding God's will is more of
repentence than of confidence. A holy person
taught me to say "Lord Jesus, I have found the
way of the cross better than any other way. I
want to follow you. Help me follow you." Then
I won't have to worry about finding God's
will— it's going to find me.
BILL GERIG—Trust and obey.1
M|
pr ^ti^^H Don't trust your own ability.
^H jL _^^H Relax in God. Don't say too
^HH ^ptKfk much about your future, for
BB B. '^ li'd there are periods of fog in
I^Bp^H
knowing God's will. But know
iaH the will of God for you today.
Today it is to listen in chapel.
1 -^ l3in
fc- '
MARLENE EVERSON— I got
brave and asked the Lord to
show me my weaknesses. I
never knew I had so many! I
had to learn to "lean on Je-
sus." (Testimony came
through these songs: "Trust-
ing is believing he could care
for you" and "I am willing.
Lord, to be exactly what you
want me to be.")
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CHAPEL:
Opportunity to Serve in Worship
FAR LEFT: James gets a pat on the back
from his homiletics prof.
LEFT: Jim Maudlin, one of the twelve
who spoke in chopel. BOTTOM LEFT:
David Williams making the organ trem-
ble. BOTTOM RIGHT: Kathy Kulp and
Scott Schindler, chapel organists.
The pastoral ministries students who preach =d in chapel:















Ushers: Sarah Badgerow (head usher)
Melody Blevins (assistant 2nd sem.)
Dave Oyer (assistant 1st sem.)
Head of Stage Crew: Dave Gruber
And we remember scores of others who rea
music. *Scott was in hospital due to the ace
d the scriptures and ministered with
ident.
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Pastors discuss their church's
policies with regard to divorce
and remarriage.
SEXUALITY
Doug Barcalow hosts a frank
sharing session with three
brave couples.
ECOLOGY
Dr. Ghillean Prance and Cal
DeWitt related the care of the
earth to our lives as Chris-
tians.
36
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A Sampling of Chopels
REMEMBER THESE?
TOP LEFT: The speaker for Fall Spiritual
Emphasis Days, Dr. Jared Gerig, Chan-
cellor of the College. TOP MIDDLE: Ter-
ry Sordelet interviews Sharon Mejeur for
her life story. TOP RIGHT: Ocleva
Atwood in a chapel of Miss Everson's
voice students. ABOVE: A Student Gov-
ernment communion chapel before Eas-
ter. FAR LEFT: Remember Jerry Berg-
man? in the evening he lectured on
religious discrimination in higher educa-
tion. MID LEFT: David Williams explains
the meaning of the Advent candles
used in some churches. LEFT: Dr. Dugan
gave a lecture on All Saints Day about
our Protestant heritage. BOTTOM: Re-





TOP LEFT: Student Government sponsored Ron
Moore for a more contemporary sound. TOP
RIGHT: Dino brings us his musical praises on the
piano. MIDDLE and BOTTOM: Cathedrals
provided an enjoyable evening of singing and
laughter. BELOW: Danny Gaither praises the





Fall Campus Days brought
pastors, career persons,
and parents to BC on Oc-
tober 1 1,12,13. Career
day provided opportunity




brought many parents to
FWBC to spend time with
their college student,
watch a Falcon soccer
game, visit the dorms, and
attend Fantasia— a fun
variety show put on by the
students.
TOP LEFT: Whose ball is that? TOP
RIGHT: Mark Vincent and Donvan Co-
ley work together to score. TOP RIGHT:
An excited crowd cheers the team.
MIDDLE LEFT: Diana and Denise Hog-
lund with their parents. MIDDLE RIGHT:
Jeni Watson welcomes her parents.
BOTTOM LEFT: Stuart Zurcher with his
father. BOTTOM RIGHT: An exhaust-





TOP LEFT: Bob Herman, Jim Gehman, and David Maxwell seek
nformation about Trinity. TOP RIGHT; Lori Fazio and Marcia Fry
perform during Fantasia. MIDDLE: Jeni Watson with her parents.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Deb Durkes, Dan Sonnentag and Debbie
Gutwein sing during Fantasia. BOTTOM LEFT: Pastor Tom




TOP LEFT: Smile Darwin, you're on Candid
Camera. TOP RIGHT: Come on Melody, try the
pudding. BOTTOM: Terry the Terrible inflicts




TOP LEFT: Student Government members in rare
form for Kangaroo Kourt. TOP RIGHT: Bob Ried-
hart shares during a Coffee House. MIDDLE LEFT:
Rollerskating DJ's Mr. David Spock and Captain
David Kirk. MIDDLE RIGHT: Dave McDeavitt
brings a new look to FWBC. BOTTOM: Is this Dar-
win Dunten, Student Gov't President?
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ACTIVITIES
Student Government is designed
to serve the students of FWBC.
This year they brought to campus
several movies, such as "Rocky,"
The Champ," and ''Robin
Hood." Rollerskating nights were
always a hit and the variety of Cof-
fee Houses gave BC students en-
tertainment while eating in the
Hollow on Sunday nights. They
also brought Vizion to the Hollow
and Ron Moore to the Auditorium.
TOP: Kim Norris, Bob Riedhart, and Karen Weiss
bring smiles to all. MIDDLE LEFT: Stuart Zurcher
and Lori Wiiko sing a duet, MIDDLE RIGHT: Sherri,
Melody, Lori and Jeni perform. BOTTOM LEFT:
Vizion, Jennie Boehm and Randy Bishop, share
their music at the Hollow. BOTTOM RIGHT: "JR,




TOP: Cheer Bear brightens 2nd Floor. TOP LEFT: Kevin
Schwartz and Rich Andrews compete in the hulla con-
test. TOP RIGHT: Deb Burkholder asks Mary Branden-
berger and Konni Saylor to take the Banana Challenge.
Will they pick Dole or Chiquita? MIDDLE: Scott Cunning-
ham in the pie eating contest. CENTER LEFT: Bob Sugiura
end David Williams bob for bananas. CENTER RIGHT:
Wild Wally captures his banana! BOTTOM LEFT: Karen
Weiss reads a Trivia Pursuit question. BOTTOM RIGHT:
Ed, you're going the wrong way! BOTTOM: "Which way
do I go?" asks Verna Sanekane.
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SADIE HA WKINS
TOP LEFT: Phil Sutherland, emcee for the evening. TOP
RIGHT: The group gets ready for a game of Wink 'em.
BOTTOM LEFT: Chow time! MIDDLE: Sue Boklaga
doesn't seem too interested in her table conversation.






TOP RIGHT: Monica Collins up to mischief again. RIGHT:
Volleyball night for MSF. BELOW: Is this your balloon, John
Reynolds? BOTTOM RIGHT: The Newly Wed Game. BOT-





TOP LEFT: Zoe Thompson, exchange student
to FWBC shares about Urbana in chapel. MID-
DLE: Todd Burke inspects the Marmite while
Tomi Platter says, "I'll eat anything!" BELOW:
Ken Sistrunk, exchange student to JTS. BOT-
TOM LEFT: Stan Nussbaum and Bill Gerig
share in Christmas Around the World. BOT-
TOM RIGHT: Ann and Al savor the worms




TOP LEFT: Darin the Red-nosed Clown Yoder. TOP RIGHT: Down Kale
rings her Dew. BOTTOM LEFT: Denny Williams and Harvey. BOTTOM




TOP LEFT: Julee Moser sings for her supper at
the German Fest. TOP RIGHT: Stuart Zurcher
cheerfully serving at the Christmas dinner.
MIDDLE LEFT: Uncle Bob Riedhart and his hairy
legs. MIDDLE RIGHT: Dr. and Mrs. Bostrom and
friends. BOTTOM: Where's the turkey, Brinky?
A MUSICAL
The Musical Review was
a combination of songs
from five cantatas.
Chorale, Choral Union
and other fine talent from
the BC family put in many
hours of hard work to
bring an evening of praise







GO TELL YOUR WORLD
GOD HAS ALWAYS HAD A PEOPLE
p. 52 TOP LEFT: The entire chorus, Di-
rector Jay Platte, and instrumental en-
semble. TOP RIGHT: Mike, Mark, Tru-
dy, Anita and Juli sing "Con I Trust Him
With My Life?" MIDDLE LEFT: Terry
Sordelet as the Dreamer. MIDDLE
RIGHT: Jay Heare sings a solo. BOT-
TOM LEFT: Donovan Coley as Peter.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Everyone praise! p. 53
TOP LEFT: Ken BInion solos. TOP
RIGHT: Ken and Chorus "One Song is
Not Enough." MIDDLE LEFT: Are we in
Egypt? MIDDLE RIGHT: Let's relax and
sing praises. BOTTOM: Praise the Lord!
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RIGHT: "Sonlight" provided the Jr.-
Sr. Banquet with a musical program.
Notice Lyn Loewen's "bare" ankles
(in lower left.) LOWER LEFT: "John
. . . you stinker!" Twyla Burkey says
with her glance. LOWER MIDDLE:
Rev. Bill Gerig, Senior Class Advisor,
admires the spring flowers with his
wife, Joyce. LOWER RIGHT: Diane




A Time To Remember
54
The Jr.-Sr. Banquet on April 15, pro-
vided a time of reflecting on post
school years and sharing present
joys. Students and faculty could have
pictures taken by Greg Sowles before
the banquet. Hall's Restaurant ca-
tered a hearty meal of baked chicken
and beef, topped off with chocolate
cake. Junior Kevin Schwartz served
as emcee for the evening, opening
with a "Senior Roast." The entertain-
ment was provided by "Sonlight,"
who shared not only in song, but also
with meaningful stories reflecting
Christian commitment. In closing,
each senior was presented a laven-
der rose.
UPPER LEFT: "Now this won't hurt a
bit" Greg Sowles assures Ramon De-
mond and Treasa Schrock. MIDDLE
LEFT: "What a man!" beams Pam
Cook in the presence of fiancee
Kent Fahl, MIDDLE RIGHT: Being
"roasted" con be so much fun, or so
the smiles of Dr. and Mrs. Bostrom
seem to say. LOWER LEFT: "Uh-oh,
we're being watched." Juniors Karen
Weiss, Terry Michael, Sarah Bad-
gerow, and Lisa Frauhiger discuss
last minute plans with a Hall's Res-
taurant employee. LOWER RIGHT:











This year's Youth Confer-
ence was filled with fun,
activities, hilarity on stage
(Janna Schlatter/Ron Wil-
liams) and a great guest
speaker, Jimmy Johnson.
Jimmy, the Senior Pastor
of the First Wesleyan
Church in Bartlesville,
Oklahoma, came to us
with a dynamic personal-
ity and good news about
Jesus Christ.




Johnson, made YC '85 a
special time.
TOP: Our frightened family timidly intro-
duced us to YC '85 and all its special
workers. TOP CENTER; What's YC with-
out a friendly registration table? MID-
DLE LEFT: Ron Williams in his Sunday
best? MIDDLE: Our lively speaker Jimmy
Johnson. MIDDLE RIGHT: Janna tries a
higher altitude to interview Jimmy. BOT-
TOM: The conferees get together for a





Youth Conference Theme Song
^'Master's Mind"
I want the Master's mind
to love, to live, to find
the things of heaven
I can see, to them
no longer blind.
I want the Master's mind
in Christ to sin I've died
Be Lord of all I say and do




STEERING COMMITTEE: Janna Schlatter,
Chairman; Ron Williams, Assist. Chairman;
Donna Rediger, Secretary; Scott Stombaugh,
Treasurer; Sonja Strahm, Advisor; Arlan Bir-
key. Advisor; Dana Collins, Advisor; plus many
others who helped.
3:1
TOP LEFT: Sam Smith and Heavy Light,
giant slide presentation. TOP RIGHT: Mas-
ter Peace, from Peoria, Illinois, demon-
strates how to sing a country song. CENTER
LEFT: Jimmy shows us his "sexy elbow."
CENTER RIGHT: The YC chapel crowd.
BOTTOM: Jimmy enjoys the picnic in Saga-
land with the students. BOTTOM: Even the
ants know where to go for a good YC.









TOP LEFT: Commodores, give me a
C! TOP RIGHT: Doubling up for team
spirit. MIDDLE LEFT: Oh boy, we're
all in the dog house! MIDDLE RIGHT:
Come on Ed, you can do it! BOT-
TOM LEFT: Cage ball craziness.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Are you sure
we're going the right way, Sondra?
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TOP LEFT: "Honey . . . that old rooster just
came into the yard . . . Now we got chick-
lets! TOP MIDDLE: The story of Lazarus—
Hey, where am I? TOP RIGHT: I hope that
old guy leaves soon, I've got an itch! CEN-
TER LEFT: On your mark, get set, "Go
Granny!" CENTER RIGHT: The rejected
choir sings on and on and on . . . MIDDLE
LEFT: A warm hello from Miss FWBC of
966, Naomi Bostrom. CENTER BELOW:
My Bonnie Lass She Smelleth! BOTTOM
LEFT: HIS Company performs Sunday
morning. BOTTOM RIGHT: Youth Confer-
ence '85 touches many lives.
FWBC Shoe Factory
Produces More Pairs
TOP LEFT: Mark and Lorie (Sonnentag)
Vincent married May 13, 1984. TOP
RIGHT: Jon and Twyla (Nelson) Burkey mar-
ried July 7, 1984. BOTTOM LEFT: Jon and
Twyla Burkey. BOTTOM RIGHT: Robert




They come in as heels,
We fix their soles (souls,)
We send them out in pairs.
TOP LEFT: Gary and Teresa (Stuckey) Carlyle
married August 18, 1984. TOP RIGHT: Greg
and Angle (Stroup) Peck married June 2,
1984. BOTTOM LEFT: William and Kim
(Brown) Gonzalez married December 22,
984. BOTTOM RIGHT: Greg and Kathy
(Witzig) Sowles married December 22, 1984.
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The three-day fund-raising drive, Jan. 8-
10, exceeded the $330,000 goal by
$10,000. Volunteers answered phones,
addressed envelopes, and brought in
good things to eat. Wayne Pederson,
host of the "Footprints" and "New Di-
nnensions" programs carried by WBCL,
acted as host for Sharathon.
TOP: Char Binkley, Assistant Man-
ager. MIDDLE: Jim Schweickort,
Manager. MID BOTTOM: Happy
Jeff Carlson with baby Darci. RIGHT:
Deb Gerig and a volunteer.
WBCL SHARATHON
Always A Busy, Happy Time
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ELECTION YEAR
Political Awareness Committee Formed
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To help students participate in the elec-
tion process a bipartisan group, calling
themselves the Political Awareness
Committee, formed in the fall. The
group consisting of Ron Williams, Angie
Binkley, Mike Moellering, and Lonnie
Powell, with Sharon Mejeur as coordina-
tor, met on Wednesdays over lunch to
plan strategies. Some outcomes were
the presentation of the Party Platforms,
the registering of 1 36 students, involve-
ment of 10% of the student body in
precinct work, and a mock election in
cooperation with Student Government.
LEFT: Campus decoration on the first Tuesday in
November. TOP: Don Vardaman and Rich An-
drews greet Dan Coates. ABOVE: Ron Williams,
Lonnie Powell, Dr. Nickel, Roger Ringenberg, Jim
Saddington (moderator) participate in a debate
between Don Coates (R) and Mike Barnard (D.)
MID TOP: Students did become politically aware.






TOP LEFT: Advancing up the field is Donovan Co-
ley. TOP RIGHT: Defenseman Jim Dunlap with the







Piedmont Bible 7 1
Bethel 9
Circleville Bible 6 1
Nazareth College 7 1
Moody Bible 2 3
Saint Joe 1
Lincoln Christian 9
Grace Bible 5 3
Concordia 4 1
GRSBM 7 1
Grace (Winona Lake) 2 1
Circleville Bible 7
Grace Bible 2 1
Marion 2 1
Huntington 3
GRSBM (forfeit) W L
DISTRICTS
Grace Bible 5 1
NATIONALS
Piedmont Bible 6
Philadelphia Colt, of Bible 1 4
Toccoa Falls 1
TOP LEFT: "But Coach, I was going for the ball!"
TOP RIGHT: Coach Dennis Williams mulls over the
action. BOTTOM: Kneeling; Mark Vincent, Dean
Selden, Stuart Zurcher, Jim Hughes, Mike Ca-
drette, Joe Butora, Ramon Demond, Standing;
Coach Williams, Assistant Coach John Hughes,
Donovan Coley, Dave Bennett, Kurt Schippers,
Graham West, Joe Updegrove, Jim Dunlap, Steve
Gagnon, Bobby Vale, Jeff Burger.
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TOP RIGHT: All-District Stuart Zurcher sets for cor-
ner kick. TOP MIDDLE: Mike takes the pain like a
real soldier! TOP LEFT: All-District, All American
Graham West set national records. BOTTOM
LEFT: Those van trips require many Pepsi stops.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Dawn Kale helps with statistics.
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NATIONAL TOURNAMENT
Once again I am able to say that
the 1 984 season was the most suc-
cessful in the history of our soccer
program. The accomplishments
for the year include an overall re-
cord of 16 wins and 5 losses,
NCCAA District III champions, and
a fourth place finish in the national
finals in Toccoa Falls, Georgia. A
number of players were recog-
nized as outstanding including Stu-
art Zurcher, Graham West, and
Jim Hughes who were appointed
to the all-district team. Jim Hughes
and Graham West were also ap-
pointed as first team All-Ameri-
cans. These are the first two play-
ers in the history of our soccer
program to receive first-team All-
American status. Nearly every in-
dividual and team record was
broken during the season. While
the year was a success in terms of
statistics, it was also a blessing to
associate with a group of young
men who are committed* to the
Lord and who truly demonstrated
their desire to glorify God through
their play. The opportunity to be
involved in soccer has been a spe-
cial privilege and the memories are
sweet.
TOP LEFT: Jim Hughes earned All-District and Ail-
American honors. TOP RIGHT: Team members
admire the scenery in Georgia. BOTTOM LEFT:
Dinner for all the teams participating in Nationals
at Toccoa Falls College. BOTTOM RIGHT: March-
ing through Georgia.




TOP LEFT: Cindy Sauder up for the block. TOP
MIDDLE: Bump setting was a speciality for Denise
Hoglund. TOP RIGHT; Joan Ronde concentrates
on her hit off of Pam Postel's set. MIDDLE: Joyce
Klay gives it her all. BOTTOM: The Falcons re-





Winning Regionals in Wisconsin was a
great way to finish up the season and
for the five seniors on the team, an
excellent last college volleyball sea-
son. What made the difference? 1)
Experience as individuals and as
working together as a team to devel-
op a sixth sense in that regard. 2)
Learning from each other on and off
the court. 3) Working to do their best.
4) A genuine desire to glorify the Lord
Jesus Christ through their athletic tal-
ents. We are very grateful that He

















































TOP LEFT: Tami Platter passes the ball. TOP
RIGHT; Most Valuable Player, Lori Hebert, shows
the height that helps her with her hitting. BOT-



























Most Improved Player—Joe Butora
Offensive Player of the Year—Graham West
Defensive Player of the Year—Jim Dunlap
Spirit Award—Mike Cadrette
Most Valuable Player—Graham West
NCCAA All-District—Jim Hughes, Graham West, Stuart Zurcher



















Most Improved Player—Cindy Sauder
Best Service Percentage— Lori Hebert
Most Valuable Player— Lori Hebert
A>4^^
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Most Improved Player—Don Vardaman
Most Valuable Player—Ray Hylton
NCCAA All Regional and Div. II All-American—Ray Hylton
CHEERLEADERS
First Year Awards Lora Boblitt
Becky Fox
Greg Shultz
First Year Awards Second Year Awards
Women's
BASKETBALL












FG% and Scoring Leader—Deb Rodriguez
FT% and Rebound Leader—Julee Moser
Assist Leader—Betty Rychener
Most Inspirational— Lori Fazio
Most Improved Player—Julee Moser
Most Valuable Player—Deb Rodriguez
NCCAA 2nd Team All Regional— Betty Ruchener
NCCAA 1st Team All Regional— Lori Hebert
NCCAA 1st Team All Regional & Div. II All-American—Deb Rodriguez
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MEN'S VARSITY
TOP LEFT: Coach Morley TOP MIDDLE: Hello,
Bob! TOP RIGHT: Ricky with two points. ABOVE:
As Ray shoots, Jim boxes out. RIGHT: Don Varda-
man, Tedd Bradford, Jim Beard, Roy Hylton, Bob




TOP LEFT: Rob snags the rebound, TOP
RIGHT: Tedd takes his shot. BOTTOM LEFT:
Grace player backs off from power move.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Don One-of-a-kind Bet-
tinger. ABOVE: Falcon Cheerleaders, Lora
Boblitt, Becky Fox, and Greg Shultz, encour-
aged the teams through victory and defeat.
>
FWBC OPP.
Berkshire Christian 82 54
Baptist Bible—PA 71 111
Philadelphia Coll of Bible 62 49
Moody Bible 87 78
Grace College of Bible 52 71
Circlevtlle Bible 91 73
Cincinnati Bible 53 no
Concordia Lutheran 42 62
Kentucky Christian 50 47
Concordia Lutheran 80 96
GRSBM 70 68
Cincinnati Bible 68 80
Circleville Bible 56 55
Grace Bible 74 55
Great Lakes Bible 65 60
Grace Bible 58 51
GRSBM 66 51
Great Lakes Bible 81 66
Lincoln Christian 65 72
Moody Bible 77 81
Kentucky Christian 64 65
Kentucky Christian (Regionals) 55 60
The 1984-85 basketball season was ap-
proached with great anticipation. Four
seniors from last year's team returned,
another player had regained eligibility,
and four new faces joined the team.
The outlook was bright indeed. Howev-
er, inconsistency plagued the Falcons all
year. The Falcons hovered around the
.500 mark until January, then a 6 game
winning streak. A 4 game losing streak
followed, the last loss to Kentucky
Christian at Regionals, leaving FWBC
with a record of 12-9.
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UNBEA TEN LADY FALCONS PREY
TOP LEFT: Julee vs. K.C.C. TOP MIDDLE:
Lori and Judy fast break. TOP RIGHT:
Look at Cindy with the right-handed lay-
up. BOTTOM LEFT: What was that,





Moody Bible 68 48
Cincinnati 64 42
Concordia 63 58
Kentucky Christian 78 70
GRSBM 76 24
Cincinnati 66 47
Grace Bible 77 38
Great Lakes Bible 81 37
Grace Bible 67 45
GRSBM 68 38
Great Lakes Bible 65 44
Lincoln Christian 72 54
Moody Bible 90 36
Kentucky Christian 71 69
Kentucky Christian (Regionals) 52 57
Kentucky Christian (Nationals) 77 64
Northwestern (Nationals) 51 65
Baptist Bible—PA (Nationals) 82 87
FINAL 15-3
TOP LEFT: Teammates work for rebound
position as Deb takes a jump shot. TOP RIGHT:
Judy receives her rose on Senior Recognition






FT. WA YNE BIBLE WINS
IN CHRISTIAN TOURNEY
TOP LEFT; The thrill of victory! TOP RIGHT: Betty draws
defense as Deb opens up for a pass. MIDDLE; Now what is
Bernie doing? BOTTOM LEFT; Coach Rupp, Denise Hog-
lund, Betty Rychener, Deb Rodriguez, Sarita Rubrake, Cathy
Austin, Manager Katie Carmin, Lori Fazio, Cindy Sauder,
Julee Moser, Lori Hebert, Judy Cuckler. BOTTOM RIGHT;




TOP LEFT: Coach Williams lying down on the
job. TOP MIDDLE: Coach Morley is all smiles
after he has his caffeine. TOP RIGHT: "Look
Mom, no hands!" MIDDLE: Coach Rupp
demonstrates the coaches' favorite pastime.
BOTTOM LEFT: "Shall we dance?" BOTTOM
RIGHT: Denny shows his leadership skills.
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DONKEY BASKETBALL
TOP LEFT: Karen McKenna contemplates the shot as
Curt Richards attempts to block. TOP RIGHT: Joy Pugs-
ley tries to get on her donkey without getting bit. MIDDLE
LEFT: Steve Morley crowns Mrs. Bostrom as Miss Don-
key Basketball. MIDDLE RIGHT: Area pastors and Facul-
ty/Staff show how difficult it is to control the ball and the





TOP LEFT: Todd Schippers hits the ball
as teammates look on. TOP MIDDLE:
Chuck Rodgers passes the boll. TOP
RIGHT: Bob Yap plays well for the Men's
Volleyball Club, MIDDLE LEFT: The
Women's Indoor Soccer Club awaiting
the start of a game. MIDDLE RIGHT:
Sarah works to move the ball around
the opponent.
BOTTOM: First row; Dorie Burke, Terry
Clayton, Terri Marlowe, Sarah Bad-
gerow, Joan Ronde. Second row; Dawn
Kale, Joyce Bilger, Janna Schlatter, Pam
Postel, Liz Trinkaus. Third row; Karen
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Vice Pres: Lori Wilka
Secretary: Vicki Spong
PR Sec: Rich Andrews (1st)
Scott Stombaugh (2nd)
Treasurer: Ed Irmeger
















Program Dir: Donovan Coley
Assist Prog Dir: Terry Michael
Secretary: Ann Klunzinger
Treasurer: Ian Yorston
Prayer Chmn: Dave McDeavitt
Publicity Chmn: Nancy Ford
Outreach Chmn: Jim Gehman
Advisor: Stan Nussbaum
STAGE CREW
Stage Manager: David Gruber
Head Usher: Sarah Badgerow
Head of Sound: Ken Hogg
Head of Lights: Mark Brinkman
Assist Lights: Terry Michael











Vice Pres: William Gonzalez
Secretary: Lori Wilka
Librarian: Trudy Holloway




















































Vice Pres: Beth Johnston
Secretary: Sari Pafford
Treasurer: Verna Sanekane

















TOP RIGHT: Men's Student Advisors, Scott
Liechty, Tim Taylor, John Mabe, Lyn Loewen,
Kevin Schwartz, John Richardson, Mark Con-
















LEFT: Married Student Fellowship; Cory Koos, Jim Maud-
lin, Phil Reynolds, Monica Collins. MIDDLE LEFT: Stage
Crew; John McMindes, Dan Larson, Ken Hogg, Sarah
Badgerow, David Gruber (Inspector Clueseau).
MIDDLE RIGHT: Student Missionary
Fellowship; Stan Nussbaum (advi-
sor), Nancy Ford, Donovan Coley, Al
Peck, Ian Yorston, Ann Klunzinger,
Dave McDeavitt. BOTTOM: Student
Government; Bob Yap, Lori Wilka,
Ed Irmeger, Joy Pugsley (advisor),
Scott Stombaugh, Bob Sugiura, Vicki
Spong. Darwin Dunten, Katie
Schlorke, Jim Saddington (advisor).
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TOP: Delta Pi Sigma; Dave Rouch, Sari Pafford, Verna Sone-
kane, Ted Nickel (advisor), Beth Johnston, Pamela Cook.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Chaplains; Dave McDeavitt, Bob Yap, Ron
Williams, Joy Pugsley (advisor), Pamela Cook. MIDDLE LEFT:
Are we the Student Government or Student Senate? BOT-
TOM: Youth Conference; Donna Rediger, Scott Stom-
baugh, a chilly Miss Strahm (advisor), Ron Williams, Janna
Schlatter, Arlan Birkey (advisor).
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TOP LEFT: DAVIS' WING; Sarita
Rubrake, Andrea Voegtier, Ver-
na Sanekane, Tami Platter, Dot-
tie Greenley, Marilyn Millar,
Joyce Klay, Lori Hopkins, Sue
Boklaga, Melody Blevins, Mar-
isso Barnes, Shonasue Becherl,
Kim Davis (SA). TOP RIGHT: RID-
LEY'S WING; Diane Ridley (SA),
Sue Aden, Becky Fox, Heather
Lehman, Vicki Spong, Kathy Ne-
meth, Jana Line, Vol Vogler, Rose
Niccum.
MIDDLE: BADGEROW'S WING; Juli Larnard, Betty Ry-
chener, Joan Ronde, Angie Binkley, Melody Kindy.
Lisa Frauhiger, Nancy Ford, Anita Kirkman, Carol
Paulson, Joyce Bell, Beth Cotter, Kelli Armstrong,
Missi Huber, Sandy Smith, Kathy Kulp, Katie Schlorke,
Sarah Badgerow (SA). BOTTOM: BURKHOLDER'S
WING; "This is a frame-up." Deb Burkholder (SA),
Marianne Carpenter, Sharon Meek, Cindy Sauder,




Eric Hancock, Mark Pyles, Ke-
vin March, Rick Collins, Tom
Smith, Tom Lichtenberger,
Dan Potter, Kevin Frauhiger,
Kevin Schwartz (SA), Stuart
Zurcher, Mike Wright, Kent
Birkheimer, Darwin Dunten.
BOTTOM LEFT: UNDER-
WOOD'S WING; Bob Ried-
hart, Mark Burritt, Bill Davis,
Henry Wells, Craig Martin,
Lee Underwood (SA), Scott
Davis, Jim Dunlap, Ken Hogg,
Dave McDeavitt, Mike Moel-
lering.
RIGHT: TAYLOR'S WING; Brian Allison, Jim McHugh,
Mike Needham, Tim Taylor (SA), Ian Yorston, Joe Butora,
David Williams, Scott Litwiller.
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WINGS
LEFT: NISHIHIRA'S WING; Pam Cook, Ann Klunzinger, Zoe
Thompson, Denise Schlatter, Gayle Weber, Joy Nishihirc (SA),
Glory Stepro, Potsy Morris, Shirley Rearick, Dawn Kale, Janice
Duncan, Lora Boblitt, Denise Hoglund, Liz Trinkaus, Debbie
Gutwein, Tracey Myers, Terry Clayton. BELOW: DURKES' WING;
Kim Norris, Jeri Franklin, Ruth Ferrier, Gayle Nolte, Janna
Schlatter, Deb Durkes (SA), Sharon Barron.
JL.
LEFT: UPDEGROVE'S
WING; Julee Moser, Don-
na Rediger, Deb Stout,
Ruth Wampler, Diana
Hoglund, Ann Jepson, Sue
Larson, Karen Weiss, Ja-
nice Miller, Katie Carmin,
Cindy Yeagley, Dawne Lu-
gibihl, Pattie Teall, Sherri
Harris, Barb Scott, Kimm




RIGHT: LOEWEN'S WING; Bill Ritter, Dan Sonnen-
tag, Larry Ebersole, Dave Rollins, Al Peck, Ed Ir-
meger, Dwayne Beggs, Steve Stuart, Lyn Loewen
(SA), Darin Yoder, Todd Schippers.
" I
ABOVE: CONDREY'S WING; Russ lida, Bob Su-
giura, Kenny Dickson, Tim Prentice, Eric Vincent,
Greg Shultz, Paul Wilkinson, John McMindes, Paul
Stone, Dan Larson, Mark Condrey (SA.)
RIGHT: RICHARDSON'S WING; Jeff Eagen, Jim
Beard, John Richardson (SA) and unknown stand-
ins for those who didn't come.
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WINGS
TOP: MABE'S WING; John Mabe (SA,) Bry-
an Heindel, Clint Miracle, Scott Cunning-
ham, Brad Ulick, Ron Tefft, Steve Gagnon,
Rich Andrews, Tom Neal, Dave Bennett,
Mark Scheidt, Bryan Carpenter, Dean
Neuenschwander. BOTTOM: LIECHTY'S
WING; Rob Witzig, Ron- Williams, Chuck
Rodgers, Don Vardaman, Ken Binion, Steve
Snyder, Bob Yap, Scott (ducky) Liechty
(SA), Brian Powers, Scott Stombaugh, Dave
Pansier, Jim Gehman, Phil Sutherland.
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BC DORM LIFE
TOP RIGHT: Santa (Darwin Dunten) asks Pamela if she was a good girl this
year. TOP LEFT: Mr. Ebony himself (Lee Underwood.) BOTTOM RIGHT: "I
never was good with ties." states John Richardson. BOTTOM MIDDLE: Greg






TOP LEFT: Santa and Vol—they wouldn't
give us a room! TOP RIGHT: Kathy Chiccola
on the phone. MIDDLE LEFT: Shona Sue gets
a new face. MIDDLE RIGHT: Gayle and
Janice— a couple of tough girls. BOTTOM:
Tatni Platter (trouble) likes little furry animals.
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CAUGHT IN THE ACT
TOP LEFT; "You don't wont the ring?" asks Mark Burritt of Shirley Rear-
ick. TOP RIGHT: Bob Yap hod his nose where he shouldn't have. MIDDLE:
"Hey man, I'm jammin" says Donovan Coley. BOTTOM LEFT: Ira de-
mands more applause. BOTTOM RIGHT: A shapeless John Hughes.
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TOP LEFT: Todd Schippers, Janna Schlatter and Frosty the Snowman.
TOP RIGHT: "Like my tie?" asks Ricky Hester. MIDDLE LEFT: Two good
ole boys join in the fun—Dave Gruber and Steve Snyder. MIDDLE RIGHT:
Bill Davis shows us a good way to take Greek. BOTTOM: Pat Black
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Photos Not
Available
Paul Baker Timothy Haber April Salway
Tony Bartlett Jim Hughes Charles Schwab
Karen Beukema Jim McHugh Charles Ternet
Darrell Boyer Clint Miracle Jim Umpleby
Peter Burkey Calvin Moore Andrea Voegtier
Jeff Caudill Thomas Neal Shawna Wheeler
Jeri Franklin David Pelz Carol Wright
Renee Gerber Annette Potts Darlene Zehr
Glenn C3erke Darwin R(3mey
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CLASS OFFICERS
ABOVE: FRESHMAN CLASS; Marissa Barnes, Vice President;
Diana Hoglund, Secretary; Paul Wilkinson, Treasurer; Judy
Green, Advisor; Brian Powers, President. RIGHT:
SOPHOMORE CLASS; Joyce Klay, Secretary; Phil Sutherland,
President; Cindy Yeagley, Treasurer. Not pictured: Jim Beard,
Vice President; Roger Ringenberg, Advisor.
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CLASS OFFICERS
LEFT: JUNIOR CLASS; Karen Weiss,
Vice President; Sharon Barron,
President; Ramon Demond, Secretary;
Terry Michael, Treasurer; Steve
Morley, Advisor. BELOW: SENIOR
CLASS; Sharon Meek, Secretary; Joan
Ronde, Treasurer; Bill Gerig, Advisor;















































































































































































TOP LEFT: Smile, Dave Kalt!
TOP RIGHT: The Barbershop
Quartet; Mark Brinkman,
Mark Vincent, Ramon De-
mond, and Mark Pyles adopt
Laura Stover for one song.
MIDDLE LEFT: Steve Gagnon
needs a 2nd cup of coffee.
MIDDLE: Jeff and Tracy Cau-
dill smile for the camera. MID-
DLE RIGHT: Happy Saga
workers, Jay Heare and Melo-
dy Kindy. BOTTOM LEFT: Ka-
ren Weiss and Janice Miller,
perfectly posed. BOTTOM
MIDDLE: What's the balloon
for, Tim Taylor? BOTTOM

























































































































SENIOR Photos Not Available
PAULINE R. BEER
B.S. Chr. Social Work
BRADLEY W. BYERLY















































TOP LEFT: Deb Burkholder
flashes a bright smile on a cold
afternoon. TOP MIDDLE: A Mary
Brandenberger smile. TOP
RIGHT: Monica Collins preparing
for foreign lands. MIDDLE: Shar-
on Meek and Scott Liechty say
"Cheese!" BOTTOM LEFT: Mu-
sic man Tim Atwood. BOTTOM
RIGHT: Tuning in on Ted Wilson.
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TOP LEFT; First lady of the band, Judy Cuckler. TOP
RIGHT: Tommy Logan is on the road again. MIDDLE
LEFT: Positive Pam Postel. MIDDLE RIGHT: "Who me?"
asks Sandy Carpenter. BOTTOM LEFT; Making a good
point is Roger Diehl and Lori Wilka. BOTTOM RIGHT:
Bobby Vale impersonates Sterling Demond.
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PUT HUBBY THROUGH
TOP LEFT: Mark and Lorie Vincent. TOP RIGHT: With all stand-
ing at attention, Mike Cadrette reads the citation. MIDDLE:
Brad and Karen Campbell. BOTTOM LEFT: Denny Williams
gives award to Angle Peck. BOTTOM RIGHT: An embrace from




The freshmen year, exciting and true,
With finding out roommates, and seeing who's who.
We entered the year with style and grace.
Responsibility hit us right in the face.
In W-10, our tests we did find.
With the Bible and Music and the MMPI.
Planning the banquet was our main job,
We set the date, and then had it robbed.
After taking the test and finding we passed,
We finally knew we were freshmen at last.
First semester flew, with parties and class.
Second semester came . . . and OH what a blast!
Candy bars, hats, and cookies . . . good grief!
We lost half our money to the "Cookie Thief."
Back to the banquet ... it came and went,
The guys realized it was money they shouldn't have spent.
January came . . . and boy did it snow.
The first four weekends, no church did we go to.
The junior year ended much too quick.
Only one year left to make friendships stick.
Soon March was here with spring in our blood.
Only to find out we came back to a flood.
The end of the tunnel has a light all aglow,
The senior year marks the end of our road.
All day and all night kids put up a fight.
Especially the night we saved Pemberton dike.
Graduation was within our grasp,
With only the Bible exam to pass.
All too soon the year came to a close,
It was good for the girls, 'cuz they ran out of hose.
Ordering announcements, caps and gowns.
Second semester began the "count down."
The summer seemed long, but went by fast,
Reunited with friends, we're sophomores at last!
"Only so many days left" became the familiar phrase.
But for some . . . correspondence still stood in the way.
That there English proficiency ain't no fun.
Specially if ya gotsa take more than one.
Passing Theo and Romans was "oh so fine,"
Soon to be walking the graduation line.
Sadie Hawkins eventually came and went,
The girls realized it was money they shouldn't have spent.
Many girls' hearts became aglow.
On that one night Johnny Hughes became "Romeo."
The friendships we've built are the kind that will last,
We'll always remember this part of our past.
The Lord has blessed us and brought us through.
Out of the old and into the new.
The sophomore retreat sounded like a blast.
But the ones that signed up disappeared fast.
Once again the year came to a close.
And as usual, the girls ran out of hose.
With this final word, we come to a close,
"Underclass women, stock up on hose!'
By John Hughes, Lyn Loewen, Diane Ridley, Joan Ronde
TOP; Diane Ridley reads
the poem, ''Alive with
Eighty-Five." LEFT: Hope-





TOP LEFT: Eddie Reynolds, after receiving
his 25-year award, gave the morning's ad-
dress. TOP RIGHT: Joan Mayers, Sharon
Hull, and Wava Bueschlen sing at the same
eye level. MID LEFT: Arlene Schlatter and
Barbara Artherhults receive their ten-year
award. MID RIGHT: Jim Schweickart bids
goodbye after six years as manager of
WBCL. BOTTOM LEFT: Doris Grimes looks
forward to more time for grandmothering
after eight years as reference librarian.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Keith Vincent receives
award and bids goodbye after five years as




TOP LEFT; Tim Taylor bears the standard. TOP
RIGHT: Ron Scharfe gives the address entitled
"Epaphras—A Model Servant. "MID RIGHT:
Students process. BOTTOM LEFT: Senior En-
semble sings "A Servant's Heart." BOTTOM




p. 1 1 8 TOP LEFT: The processional. TOP RIGHT: A
straight-foced Mike Cadrette waits. MIDDLE
LEFT: Conferring of the degrees. MIDDLE: Dr. Mc-
Kenna gives insight on servanthood leadership.
MIDDLE RIGHT: "Phew!" says Bob Krafft. BOT-
TOM LEFT: A double graduation for the Kittles.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Three generations of BC gradu-
ates, p. 119 TOP LEFT: Papa Darryl Brown re-
ceived his graduation present in April. TOP RIGHT:
Sandy and Marianne Carpenter. BOTTOM; Three
happy graduates—Charles Blair, James Barnett,




The dinner for alumni since '65
was served at First Missionary
Church, The program continued in
the chapel with a multimedia pre-
sentation by Bob Jones and an up-
date on the progress of the Col-
lege by the President.
Interviews with alumni, represent-
ing the years '35, '45, '55, '65, and
'75 and their connections to mis-
sionary service was conducted by
Joy Gerig.
Senior awards went to Ken Hogg,
Karen Ummel, Gregory Peck, Jim
Dunlap, Cindy Sauder, and Moni-
ca Collins.
TOP: Bob and Nancy Vale enjoy dinner with rela-
tives. TOP RIGHT: Outgoing Alumni Director How-
ard Dunlap, receives the Outstanding Alumni
Award and a standing ovation. MIDDLE RIGHT:
Ken Hogg accepts one of the six senior awards.
BOTTOM PICTURES: Testimonies are given by
Monica Collins, Bob Herman, and Mark Vincent






DOUG BARCALOW, CE, Assist Prof,
RICHARD BAXTER, Gen Studies, Assist Prof.
DAVID BIBERSTEIN, PM, Assist Prof.
CHAR BINKLEY, WBCL Assist Mgr, Assoc Prof.
ARLAN BIRKEY, Bible, Assoc Prof.
HARVEY BOSTROM, President
WAVA BUESCHLEN, Library Dir, Assist Prof.
EUNICE CONRAD, Gen Studies, Assoc Prof.
BARB COON, Registrar, Assist Prof.
CAROLE DEMOND, CE Instr, Bookstore Mgr.
STERLING DEMOND, CE, Assoc Prof.
RICHARD DUGAN, VP for Academic Affairs
MARLENE EVERSON, Music, Assist Prof.
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WES GERIG, Bible, Prof.
WILLIAM GERIG, Corres Dir, Assist Prof.
DORIS GRIMES, Assist Library Dir, Assist Prof.
DON KLOPFENSTEIN, Corr Studies, Assist Prof.
JOAN MAYERS, Chr Couns, Assoc Prof.
STEVE MORLEY, Phys Ed, Assist Prof.
MERV NICHOLLS, Business, Assoc Prof.
TED NICKEL, Elem Ed, Prof.
STAN NUSSBAUM, Missions, Assist Prof.
JAY PLATTE, Music, Assoc Prof.
ROGER RINGENBERG, Bible, Assist Prof.
DEB RUPP, Phys Ed, Assist Prof.
JAMES SADDINGTON, Gen Studies, Assist Prof.
RON SCHARFE, Bible, Assoc Prof.
SONJA STRAHM, Gen Studies, Assoc Prof.




DANA COLLINS, Music, As-
sist. Prof.
IRA GERIG, Music, Prof.
Emeritus
JUDY GREEN, Soc Work, As-
sist. Prof.
FRED VAN DYKE, Gen Ed.,
Assist. Prof.




V. Arnold, C. Belknap, E. Bunkowske, D.
Campbell, C. Demond, G. DeSelm, N.
Drew, R. Ferguson, D. Ferrier, R. Flick-
inger, K. Flickinger, I. Gerig, S. Gnagey,
N. Graham, E. Guy, L. Hveem, V. Ja-
cobs, S. Jewell, J. Martin, S. Mejeur, J.
Morse, N. Morse, L. Mynett, J. Ostrog-
nai, S. Rust, J. Schweickart, A. Seawell,
D. Shaw, R. Smith, T. Snider, K. Young.
STAFF
J. McMANNUS S. PLATTE
\
S. SNIDER
BARBARA ARTHERHULTS, Corres. Off. Mgr.
KAREN BOHN, Development Sec.
TWYLA BURKEY, Enrollment Counselor
RUTH BURNS, Academic Dean Sec.
CONNIE CLAUSS, Instr. Services Dir,
MIC CLINGER, Computer Specialist
WARREN CRAWFIS, Maintenance
SHERRI DAVIS, Assist Dir. of Development
HOWARD DUNLAP, Alumni/Church Rel. Dir.
RUTH DUNLAP, Alumni/Church Rel. Sec.
BEV FREE, C.S. Scheduling Sec.
DON HAMM, Personnel Director
ADA HAUSER, Founders Housekeeping
MARJORIE HOLLOWAY, Word Processor
SHARON HULL, Alumni/Church Rel. Sec.
VICKI JACOBS, President's Office Sec.
LOIS JOHNSON, Registrar's Office Sec.
JOANNE KINGSBURY, Business Off. Cashier
JEANINE KLAY, Saga Cook
LYNNE KOCH, Public Relations Sec.
JAY LININGER, WBCL Announcer
GARY LITWILLER, Financial Aid Dir.
PEG LUNDY, Saga Cook
KAREN McKENNA, Enrollment Counselor
LORRAINE MEEK, C.S. Secretary
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STAFF
ROSE ANN NICKEL, IMC Director
DOREEN NICOLET, Personnel Sec.
PAT PATTERSON, Business Affairs Adm.
JULIE PERL, Corres. Secretary
DON POSTEL, Business Affairs Dir,
JOY PUGSLEY, Women's Res, Director
EDISON REYNOLDS, Maintenance Director
CURT RICHARDS, Enrollment Director
PEGGY ROUGH, Corres. Secretary
DYANN RUPP, Business Off. Sec.
AGNES SADDINTON, Pres. Office
LAVERA SAUDER, Mailing Dept. Super.
KAY SCHLADENHAUFFEN, Print Shop Super.
ARLENE SCHLATTER, Library Sec.
EVELYNE SCHMIDT, Bus. Off. Head
Bkkeeper
ERMA SHOWERS, Business Off. Sec.
RUTH SILVERS, Assist. Librarian
JOHN SULLIVAN, Maintenance
JOE UPDEGROVE, Dev. Field Rep.
KEITH VINCENT, V.P. Dev/Public Rel.
FRANK WATSON, Dev. Field Rep.
DENNIS WILLIAMS, Dean of Students
CAROL WOLFF, Faculty Sec.
VIKKI WRIGHT, Business Aff. Sec.
LORI WYATT, Business Off. Bkkeeper
Staff Photos Not Available
CATHY BLACK, Music Secretary
MARSHA BUNKER, WBCL Off. Mgr.
JEFF CARLSON, WBCL Announcer
IRENE COX, Saga Cook
CYRIL EICHER, Alumni Dir.
LYNNE FORD, WBCL Dir of Spec. Ev.
DEB GERIG, Assist. Teacher
NANCY HUFFMAN, WBCL Sec.
SHARON KALT, Student Dev. Sec.
ROLIN MAINS, Men's Res. Dir.
STEVE MANNING, WBCL Announcer
SHARON MEJEUR, Assoc. Dean of Students
JIM SCHWEICKART, WBCL Manager
JANE SULLIVAN, Saga Cook
LORE VINCENT, Enrollment






TOP LEFT: Judy Green caught in the act. TOP
MIDDLE: Dr. Wes and Paul Erdel share a time of
fellowship. TOP RIGHT: Deb Gerig looks for-
ward to the weekend. CENTER LEFT: "As I see
it!" says Joan Mayers. CENTER RIGHT: The
Gerigs; Bill, Jared, Ira and Wes. MIDDLE LEFT:
Dana Collins speaking musically. MIDDLE
RIGHT: Gary Litwiller is still smiling after a rough
day. BOTTOM LEFT: Denny Williams and Har-
vey share an ice cream sundae. BOTTOM
RIGHT: Doug Barcalow gives blood.
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May 4, 1985
TOP; A wedding portrait. BOTTOM LEFT: Dr. Bostrom
greets the newlyweds. BOTTOM RIGHT: The beginning




TOP LEFT: Hey Scotty, you didn't energize us
right! TOP RIGHT: Stop! This face is censored!
MIDDLE: How do you use these cameras, any-
way? BOTTOM LEFT: Students looking for
ecology project. BOTTOM RIGHT: Who lost
their head then?








THANKS FOR YOUR HELP:
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Ian, Nancy, Katie, Jo, Miss Conrad, Bob Vale, Lori
Fazio, Lynette Kittle, Dave Oyer, Kathy Chiccola, Liz Trinkaus, Greg
Sowles, Sarita Rubrake, Mike Plasterer, Garry Brackett, Dawn Kale, William
Gonzalez, and Denise Schlatter.
LAYOUT & COPY: Ian, Nancy, Katie, Jo, Deb, Miss C, Lynette Kittle
PROOFREADERS: Deb Rupp and Eunice Conrad
SPECIAL THANK YOU: Jon Winteregg, our representative and friend.
Jonah 4:9-10 has great mean-
ing for the Vine staff. We ran
across this verse during a time
of frustration and uncertainty
about the future of the staff
and the progress of the year-
book. We've laughed, cried,




As the city lights stand out and
act as guides, so we, who are
Christians are also lights and
should also stand out and act as






praise God in His sanciuaru.
XQise Hir) in Hismighby heai/ens!
XQise HiPi For H/s ad:s oF surpassing
praise Himuibh trvmpeibJ^^^^^^
praise Hin uith harps and LAjres.
praise Hin ultlrdruns and dondnq,
praiseHin uith harpsand Flubes.
Droise Him uibh Loud cumbaLs.
Draise Him uibb boud sounSlna
praise the Lord abb ^T^"^^
I
Livinq creabures!
raise the Lord!
?? 'X* %n
i-Jf<^-
^iS,.
